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3.1

Community Consultation - Survey Responses

Ithaca Creek State School Survey Data Summary
QUESTION
What should be the main priorities for site
infrastructure development or improvements
over the next 5-10 years?

RESPONSES
General
Several respondents provided very positive
assessments of the existing school facilities.

Facilities
A number of respondents noted that the provision
of sufficient classroom space was of high priority
with some additional comment regarding the
quality of the classroom spaces in terms of
flexibility and supporting learning and teaching.
A number of respondents noted that the provision
of additional specialist spaces was important
including:
• a teaching kitchen,
• science spaces – including the potential to
provide a nature/science area adjacent to the
jungle,
• art and music spaces,
• an innovation centre,
• language teaching space and
• non-classroom spaces to provide for flexible and
differentiated learning environments.
The provision of air-conditioning was noted but
with differing assessments of the current provision.

Shade / Eating areas /
Outdoor Learning
More shade was noted as a high priority.
A number of respondents requested the upgrade of
the Quandrangle to include more shade and
greenery.

Traffic / Access / Wayfinding
External traffic issues were noted by several
respondents including safe road crossings and
managing pick up/ drop off areas.

The natural play areas were noted as important
and it was also noted that enhancements could be
made to the existing areas.
Upgrade to the oval and pool precincts was noted
as important by several respondents including
toilets, grandstands and storage (for both areas).
Preventative maintenance to the tennis courts was
noted as important.
A number of resondents noted that the existing
play facilities should be improved to cater for larger
numbers.
Some respondents noted a requirement for more
age specific and challenging play areas.
A number of respondents favoured natural play
areas.

What play spaces or learning areas do your
children value most?

• The large majority of respondents noted the jungle area and natural play areas as the most valuable.
• Handball courts were also noted as valuable.
• The oval was noted as a valuable play area.
• A number of respondents valued the pool, Library and undercroft areas with the importance of areas of refuge or quiet play noted
• Gymnastics / climbing areas were noted as important
• One respondent respectively noted that the tennis courts, classrooms and kitchen garden were important areas

Do you have any ideas or comments regarding
infrastructure to make the school a great place
to learn and grow?

Several respondents provided very positive assessments of the existing school facilities.
A large number of respondents reiterated their responses to question 1 regarding the enhancement of existing facilties.
Responses referring to additional infrastructure or changes to infrastructure include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mini-hubs for specialist teaching in multi-purpose rooms
Provision of shaded eating areas with seating
Provision of sustainable technologies in the school infrastructure
School lighting and wayfinding
Quiet indoor spaces
Acoustic attenuation under B Block
Re-use of the tennis courts
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3.2

Community Consultation - Student Workshop Record

Event consultation report

•

Event
Location and date

Ithaca Creek State School Master Planning visioning workshops
Ithaca Creek State School Library, Tuesday 15th May 2018, 10am –
11.30am
Number of attendees
8 school community stakeholders
Project team attendees 2 x DoE representatives (Kymberley & Bronte)
Marion Wilson, Biscoe Wilson Architects (BWA)
Community/stakeholder Students (x3); staff (x4 – including Eunice) and parents (x1): 8
participants
attendees
Anecdotal feedback and • All notes and observations have been recorded by BWA and are
being evaluated and summarised to inform the development of
observations
the preliminary concept master plan.
• The workshops were well received. Engagement was high.
• There is a great sense of community amongst the school – one
that welcomes the local community into the school.
• They love their school and are passionate about ensuring that it
is seen and know for how great it is.
• The environment plays a significant part in their learning.
• There is great respect for one another at all levels.
Emerging issues
• It is important that everyone is a leader, there are no school
captains. The school is inclusive.
• There is strong association to nature play and the environment
in every aspect of their learning e.g. kitchen garden,
environment committee. They would like to see an outdoor
workshop area (manual arts) be developed.
• The school is known for its strong performing arts – it provides
specialist dance classes.
• There is a strong sense of community amongst all and all work
together.
• Philosophy plays a significant role in the student’s broader
learning and social skillset. Would love a dedicated space for
philosophy teaching.
• The approach to mindfulness and wellbeing is embedded in their
daily activities.
• The school values outdoor learning and flexible learning spaces.
• The heritage features are well liked by the school community.
• The students love the jungle play area.
• The school wants to continue to improve its connection to the
environment, through both play and learning.
• They would like to see more events that they can partner with
the local community e.g. working bees, fete.
• They would like the demountable buildings and shipping
containers removed.
• There is a need for improved traffic flow on the main streets.
• The oval banks need to be better maintained and improved.
• The tuckshop and area for collections needs improving – this
was an item raised by all at the workshop. The space outside the
tuckshop is not big enough for the number of students.
• They would like to see a parent hub/area.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a disconnect between the principal’s office and other
executive team members which needs to be improved.
They have requested that improvements to the jungle creek fig
be investigated.
Connectivity between buildings needs to be improved for better
flow of traffic throughout the school.
The library is too small for the current student numbers – the
space needs to be improved to allow for more specialised
classes and collaborative teaching.
There is a need for seating in the hall.
More seating in the quadrangle and undercroft is needed for
lunch time.
Car parking needs improvement – more spaces.
The school wants to be seen by the community as a school that
is environmentally connects, one that is loved and looked after,
one that is welcoming and a school that is a leader.
The parents and staff would love to see a learning hub that can
be used by the community and look at programs where the
community elders can come and work and teach at the school.
They see value in bringing the outdoor in and the indoor out.
The school community is proud of the school because it:
o is environmentally friendly
o builds children’s minds
o values the individual
o is community focussed and is part of a strong community,
and
o has progressive leaders and talent amongst its teachers and
students.

Workshop 1 – students, staff and parents
Prepared by Biscoe Wilson Architects for the Department of Education
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3.3

Community Consultation - Staff, Parents & Students Workshop Record
Visioning Workshop Notes

Question 01

Built / internal environment

Built / external environment

What is ICSS Educational
Point of Difference?

Space available to ‘teach’
Provides options; eg. Dance,
sports, music, musicals

Multiple comments were
received regarding Jungle play
area and risked based
Natural learning spaces

Fundraisers and activities

Student values / positive: be
safe, respectful, responsible,
own behavior

Outdoor learning and play
Always includes nature in
learning

Students:
Leadership / everyone / equality/ includes ideas / suggestion box/ buddy system.
Outdoor play and learning –nature (environment committee), kitchen garden
Diverse & multi-cultural – unique idea of the world
Mindfulness – assembly and mindfulness practices

Question 02

Built / internal environment

Built / external environment

Library / Technology

What do like best about the
school’s current learning
and school environment

I like the new classrooms as
they are near the jungle area,
meaning the kids get to
explore the world around
them.
Classrooms with comfy places
like beanbags because you
can relax before learning and I
think I makes learning a bit
easier
Large classrooms with
‘breakout’ spaces
Love the old building
Plenty of different areas for
kids; garden, makerspace,
library, oval
The respect for the ‘old’
(heritage) and ‘new’

The kitchengarden
The jungle area

Open library space
Technology devices &
options
The library because it
teaches kids via book, one
of the best sources of
learning.
Digital technology
The green screen
Eyes on the future;
innovation, possibilities,
creative

Notes from whole of group
discussion on each topic

Staff & Parents
Jungle area - natural learning space
Strong performing arts – dance / sports, musical (off site)
Visual arts
Community raising the child.
Respect across staff / students / parents
Mindfulness focus
Students requirements /
Art / Music
Attributes
Everyone helps each other
Everyone has the same
chance at learning
Hardworking respectful
talented students
We are all teachers and all
are learning together

Access to outdoor space (both
under cover and open air)

Students:
Outdoor learning, kitchen garden, jungle, nature play area, classrooms with comfy spaces destress, library – green screen, new classrooms – near jungle area, teachers – variable ages
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Community, social and
Cultural
Active community.
It takes a village to raise a child
approach
Community feel – both part of
and surrounded by.
Diverse and multicultural

Treats everyone equally,
includes everyone’s ideas

Notes from whole of group
discussion on each topic

The nature play because it
shows kids how lovely the
environment is.
The classrooms next to nature
play
Nature based play and
learning
Outdoor (diverse) area
The different areas / levels
within the school.
Outdoor learning spaces
Natural Spaces

Attitudinal requirements /
Attributes
Respectful
Respectful behavior – staff,
students and parents.

Teaching Pedagogy
Mindfulness
Mediations in classrooms
Wellbeing focus (mindfulness
for example.)
Consistency of learning
language from P-6.
High academic results
Strong performing arts
Value of the arts
Emphasis on cross curricular
priorities as well as curriculum
content learning.
‘How’ we learn before ‘what’
we learn.
Philosophical inquiry
Philosophy and the arts

Peer Support / Leadership
Rolls
Multiple comments were
received regarding student
leadership and no school
captains. Everyone can be a
leader. Devolved leadership
– students and teachers.
Cohort strengths
The buddy system

Cross curricular requirements – philosophy enquiry, values
student voices, philosophy in circle
Leadership.

Teaching Pedagogy
The focus on teaching
learners how to learn.
Excellent foundation to
learning early years – whole
child focus
Talented passionate staff;
technology, arts, nature
pedagogy
Building teacher capacity
around curriculum content &
pedagogical approaches.
Open culture and sharing
knowledge – no one is the
‘keeper of the keys’
We are all teachers and all
are learning together
Hardworking dedicated skilled
staff
The teachers are kind and
professional.
Hands on
Full time prep teacher aides

Community, social and
Cultural
Happy place to work.
Children happy & friendly
Inter-relationships between
home and school: staff, wide
community, children &
families
Stakeholder voice – value of
opinions; students, staff &
parents
Hardworking respectful
committed parents

Staff and Parents
Dedicated parents, staff & students, community respect, natural spaces / outdoor learning
Large classrooms & breakout spaces
Old building
Outdoor spaces – flexible space, playground diversity, maker space, kitchen garden
Sharing culture
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3.3

Community Consultation - Staff, Parents & Students Workshop Record
Visioning Workshop Notes

Question 03

Library / Technology

What areas of the school
could be improved or
removed and why?

Continue to improve access to
technology
Faster computers for staff
room
The computers could be
moved to each classrooms so
kids don’t have to carry them
everywhere increasing the
probability of them being
dropped.

On site access / off Site
Traffic
Flow of traffic through to oval
and jungle
Connect areas with flowing
stairs / paths / decks

External spaces / garden

Amenities

Quad / Oval

Specific Buildings

Buildings / General

Jungle – incorporate creek,
fig tree
Improve.
Risk based play equipment

New toilets and extra ones
Amenities pool

More seating on the quad for
the students
Maintain oval banks

We could improve the
classrooms by adding more
beanbags and comfy spaces

Traffic
Traffic flow pickup & drop off

The old jungle playground to
be removed

More toilet areas for both
staff & students

Modernise interior classrooms
of A Block
Utilise under B Block
TLC space – Library

The jungle area should be
improved because there is a
big dirt bank that is not used.

Improve tuckshop, the bars
and make it more colourful,
poppers in tuckshop removed.
More colours in the hall to
inspire kids to be more
creative.
I want to improve the hall as it
doesn’t have enough colour.

Garden in under B Block
Kitchen for the kitchen
garden – maybe basic
cooking lessons
help with maker space – so
popular

I want to improve the after
school care as it does not
have many options for older
kids.

Front chain-link fence

Incorporate old principal’s
building / staffroom as a used
space
Connect Principal / DP Closer
to central

Fix the playground
equipment in jungle area

Waste management; recycle,
reuse, rubbish
We could donate a bit of
space or a room for
philosophy. So we could
make a more relaxing
environment.
Something near prepsclassrooms over;
Remove: Arch Bevis,
Demountables & shed,
Shipping containers back to
the wharf

Tuckshop & Parent Room
Parent Hub – toddlers,
welcoming
Notes from whole of group
discussion on each topic

Students:
Hall – add colour / seating; jungle – improve – playground, remove old playground; Quad –
seating; B Block – steps under B Block; Comfy areas in classrooms; Room for philosophy could be in library, OHSC – options for older kids, Tuckshop - upgrade

Question 04

Classrooms / class types

How would you like ICSS to
be represented to the wider
community?

Neutral / natural
Décor – the students and their
work is ‘the colour’

External Spaces &
Environmental
considerations
Environmentally connected
Though leader in bring outdoor
in and indoor out.

Internal Community
interaction and
involvements
More working bees involving
parents and students
More events involving the
community
Community elders to work in
the school – Elder buddies
reading / walking / playing

A ‘workshop’ for manual arts
Staff / Parent:
Remove: Arch Bevis, Demountables, Storage sheds, centralize, skipping containers, Playground in jungle area;
Improve: traffic flow pickup /dropoff, Oval banks – oval, Tuckshop – parent room, more toilet areas, parent hub – welcoming area,
connect principal and admin, technology assets, jungle creek – fig tree, flow of pedestrian traffic, paths – connect bikes through
school, bike storage at both ends, TLC – library too small, wall to side room could be made operable,
add deck to side of library, check size of TLC in relation to entitlement data, TLC - technology, class set of iPads, Tuckshop - too
tight for all students and too far from junior playground, Manual arts space to be dedicated in library (note for external areas need water proofing for makerspace currently at end of B Block)
External Community
Visual image
Perception of teaching
General community
interaction and
perception
involvements
Shared spaces – community
We could remove some of the
Opportunities for talent
A peaceful outdoor learning
to use spaces outside of
old fences
development
school
school hours:
A centre that is training for the
Multigenerational age care,
Looks loved and cared for.
future
As the best school in
night classes, sports grounds
Shining beacon of a learning
Brisbane
etc, not just swimming pool.
Welcoming.
centre
A leader in ‘hands on’
Prestigious but not snobby
A progressive community hub
education (stem, manual and
where facilities can be
visual arts, musical etc)
shared. The hub of the
community.
Communal places

Notes from whole of group
discussion on each topic

Students:
Best school in Brisbane. Prestigious but not snobby, Outdoor environment – peaceful outdoor
learning school. Environmentally connected. More community events / working bees. Remove
old fences, (are removed in jungle)
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Staff / Parents;
Opportunities for talent development. Welcoming. Natural / neutral – student are the colour, Leader in STEM, Progressive
community hub (Christmas concert) etc.
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3.3

Community Consultation - Staff, Parents & Students Workshop Record
Visioning Workshop Notes

Question 05
Complete the following
sentence:
I am proud of ICSS
because

Notes from whole of group
discussion on each topic

We all work towards making each other proud of it, making it something to be proud of.
IT is part of a strong community and we value individuals and develop values.
I am proud of ICSS where I work. I love my job, I love the kids, the spaces, the work mates and we strive to improve in all we do.
We are very environmentally friendly.
I am proud of Ithaca Creek because it builds a child’s mind and allows everyone to grow as a person.
Everyone has a role and feels important.
Progressive leadership and talent.
The community it helps foster and facilitate.
Strengths focused.
Everyone knows we are a great school. – Students, parents, staff
Students:
Grow as a person. Everyone has a role. Environment.

Parents / Staff
Strong community. Community focused. Progressive leadership. Belief in great school.
Values individuals. Strive to improve.

Comments from suggestion box.
No one should replace the jungle because it is the best place in Ithaca to spend time.
The jungle is the best place to climb in the world
Keep the jungle if you can, the animals won’t have a home.
Never change the jungle.
Let them be monkey bars!
Keep the jungle.
Could we have a creek bed developed? So that when there is water we have it running in a natural course.
Keep the monkey bars.
Never turn the jungle into a playground because it is so fun to climb on.
The jungle is fun to climb and I like the jungle better than the stupid playground.
It would be good to make sure that we have a proper tree planting plan in place. This would ensure the continuing growth to give mature trees for the future. I like the idea that any large trees that are felled are left as big climbing trunks – a natural playground.
We don’t want anything to happen to our special jungle.
Keep the jungle.
Never turn the jungle into a playground because its fun to run and play.
I think it is a splendid idea, yet I think if you’re building a new area, hopefully you can have an exclusion area for grade 5-6 as we have no playgrounds. But apart from that, I love the idea.

Prepared by Biscoe Wilson Architects for the Department of Education
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Meeting Record - School Reference Group Meeting 1 Minutes

minutes
| Date:
| Project No.:
| Project:
Attendees
Discipline
Project
Coordinator
Regional Office
Representative
Architect
Principal
Deputy Principal
Business Services
Manager
School Council
Representative
P&C
Representative
Apologies:

31/01/2018
1136
Ithaca Creek State School Master Plan
Meeting 1
Company
DET

Contact
Kurt Stewart

DET / JA Architects

Andrew
Williams
Marion
Wilson
Eunice
Webb
Danielle
Freeman
Vanda
Nocon
Rob
MacFarlane
Geoff
Breemer

Biscoe
Wilson
Arciitects
Ithaca Creek State
School
Ithaca Creek State
School
Ithaca Creek State
School
Ithaca Creek State
School
Ithaca Creek State
School

KS

Phone

AW
MW

No

Item

4.

School population
1. EW confirmed that current school enrolment is 550 students which exceeds the
forecast provided in SA2 and RSN data. Day 8 numbers will be confirmed.
2. The committee discussed the variety of conditions that make forcasting school
enrolments difficult.
3. MW noted that further advice will be required from the DoE regarding the
appropriate population targets if they are to be considered in the Master Plan. It
was also noted that the Part A process can still identify potential development
sites and potential capacities.
4. The balance between permanent building construction, temporary building
construction and the preservation and/or potential re-instatement of play space
was discussed.
5. EW noted that the relocatable classroom block currently being constructed to
increase capacity to meet current enrolments has impacted on the usable play
space on the oval. (Also noted that drainage infrastructure on the oval had limited
potential placement of the relocatable structures).

5.

Traffic
1. KS advised that BAS (Building and Asset Services) will complete a traffic
management plan for the Master Plan.
2. EW advised that the Brisbane City Council has previously undertaken a traffic
management plan and that a copy can be provided to the Steering Committee.

e_mail
kurt.stewart@det.qld.gov.au
andrew.w@jaarchitects.com.au

3262 6770

marion@biscoewilson.com.au

EW

principal@ithacacreekss.eq.edu.
au
dfree19@eq.edu.au

VN

bsm@ithacacreekss.eq.edu.au

RM

rob.macfarlane@aquaticachieve
rs.com.au
pandcsecretary@icsspandc.com

GB

No

Item

1.

The Master Planning project was introduced by KS.
General introductions were made and contact list circulated for completion.

2.

DET Objectives and Outcomes / Master Plan Deliverable
Objectives and Outcomes / Deliverables reviewed – refer to Meeting 1 Agenda for list

3.

Communications
1. KS confirmed that Community Consultation (outside of the school community) was
not intended to be undertaken in Part A of the Master Planning process.
2. EW advised that extensive community consultation had been undertaken within
the last two years in a Yellow Brick Road consultation process. The outcomes of
that process will be provided for the Steering Committee to consider.
3. KS advised that specialist communications consultants had been engaged dy DoE
(Department of Education) and would be available to advise on any required
school or community consultation.
4. MW may communicate directly with EW with KS to be copied into emails.
Documents issued by MW (eg minutes) to be reviewed by KS in the first instance
and then by EW before issue.
5. School communications to the Steering Committee to be via EW.
6. The Committee agreed that further consultation with parents, students and staff
would be required. VN confirmed that the digital newsletter had the capacity to
incorporate a survey function that would be suitable for issue to parents and staff.
MW to provide draft questions for review by the school and inclusion in the
newsletter.
7. It was confirmed that student feed back could be obtained in each class and may
be a task for student leaders. This process will be managed by the school.

6.

Action / by

EW – to provide
Yellow Brick Road
documents.

7.

MW – to issue
survey questions for
review.

Action / by

Site
1. EW noted that there had been general advice provided by the community that
there may be a frog habitat to one end of the oval. KS will refer this information to
BAS.
2. Community usage of the oval should be considered as part of the Master Plan
including the provision of infrastructure in partnership with community groups.
3. The Infrastructure Designation process was discussed and it was noted that
proposed P&C projects should be included in the Master Plan to consolidate all
projects for potential inclusion in any future Designation applications.
4. Other projects that were discussed included the consolidation and placement of
Groundsman’s storage and facilties
Program
A draft program was reviewed and the next Steering Committee Meeting time
confirmed.
A time for a site walkaround is to be confirmed by MW/EW/VN

13.

Next Meeting
Wednesday 7th March 10:00am

14.

Documents issued with minutes:
1136_180131_Meeting 1 Agenda.pdf
1136_180131_Meeting 1 Minutes.pdf
1136_Programme_B.pdf

| File: 1136
| No. of pages including this page: 2
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Meeting Record - School Reference Group Meeting 1 Agenda

agenda
31/01/2018

| Project No.:

1136

| Project:

Ithaca Creek State School Master Plan Design Meeting 1

Item No

Item

1.

Steering Committee Membership and introduction:
•

Project Coordinator / Chair

•

Regional Office Representative/s

Briefing requirements
Preliminary advice provided in briefing documents
Current school capacity: 545
School confirmation required:
Current enrolments
Contour and detail survey

Survey work currently being undertaken

Existing facilities audit including:

General facilities audit to be undertaken by
architect with school input
Suitable inspection times to be scheduled.
School Profil data provided:

current room usage,
assessment of capacity,

•

School Principal

•

School Respresentative/s

existing or proposed shared facilities requiring
public access.

•

P&C and School Council Representative/s

Building age and condition assessment

•

Professional Disciplines

18 x GLAs >52 sqm (430.2 capacity)
4 x Prep GLAs (90.4 capacity)
1 x Specialist Space (Music) (23.9 capacity)

DET Objectives and Outcomes (Source - EQ Master Planning Guidelines)

School advice required:

Objectives

Current room usage

•

outline the overall design philosophy and planning framework for managing and developing a school
site, in response to client advice on future anticipated enrolments, services and activities (both
educational and community based and in support of educational outcomes);

•

produce a site development plan and staging which accord with LAFP (Local Area Facility Planning)
considerations and which can be considered for inclusion in the EQ Capital Works Plan; and

•

identify issues which may have strategic import in the wider context of educationdelivery and which
may have relevance in the development of the departmental Asset Strategic Plan.

•

recognise the diversity of backgrounds and needs of students and communities at different schools
providing avenues to promote flexibility in the delivery of education;

•

guide best value expenditure of capital funds to develop facilities in a particular school;

•

represent current school and community expectations and explore future aspirations;

•

add value to primary assets and facilities;

•

achieve better functionality in terms of operation;

•

improve the liveability or quality of experience on the school campus by design;

•

reflect and embody an understanding of a range of site-specific factors including climatic factors,
physical attributes, cultural issues, educational/curriculum issues, where possible within the scope and
funding for the master plan; and

Proposed class grouping structure e.g. by year,

Proposed sub-school composition or proposed

The establishment of long-range vision for the future that encompasses strategic direction, physical
planning and design goals. The intent is to create more user friendly, aesthetically appealing schools
that will attract students and which have improved functionality, delivering better educational
outcomes.

•

The establishment of a framework for future school development that will provide guidelines the siting
of identified capital projects. This framework will identify appropriate future use of a school site, with
recommendations for strategic land acquisitions, if appropriate.

•

The preparation of guidelines for improved use of existing facilities.

•

The creation of plans to implement the establishment of a unique physical identity for a school while
considering the school’s history, and ensuring that the distinctive quality and character of the school is
preserved, while protecting the architectural and landscape heritage.

File: 1136
No. of pages including this page:

School advice required

school precincts;
Relationships between facilities and the site

School advice required
Access
Traffic and parking
Outdoor learning
Playspace
Overland flow hazards
A Landscape Architect has been engaged as part
of the consultant team

produce a document that addresses constraints and opportunities in a format, which can be regularly
updated.
Outcomes
•

School advice required

multi-age and multi-year clustering;

•

|
|

Item

3.

Projected enrolments, target population/date,
related background information

| Date:

2.

Item No

Educational vision and mission statement for the

School advice required

school

Requirements for curriculum development and
specialist programs
Requirements for student and staff support and
well being.

Key cultural issues and community aspirations

School input required

Visions for the school campus eg point of entry,
celebratory places

School input required

Town Planning and Environmental Constraints

An Overview has been prepared by DET

including Site Heritage

Heritage consultant has been engaged as part of
the consultant team

2

4
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Meeting Record - School Reference Group Meeting 1 Agenda
Item No

Item

4.

Master Plan – Part A deliverables:

Item No

Item

5.

Preferred Communication and Data Collection Methods

A written summary of:

•

Teachers and school staff

•

Parents

•

Students

•

Executive Summary (including project information, project parameters, project status, issues/risks,
programme, conclusion/ recommendations for Part A)

•

Summary of site investigations and observations in relation to the proposed brief and concept plan
(per consultancy)

7.

Project progression / Meeting schedule / Sign off

•

Existing site capacity and proposed capacity by built asset.

•

Brief statement of the existing physical assets and the degree to which current design standards are
satisfied. Note: this should also extend to core facilities.

8.

Additional information required before next meeting

•

Audit of existing accommodation (including block name, total spaces, design type, teaching spaces
and comments where applicable)

•

Enrolment trends and associated target capacity required by when and where possible a breakdown
of the need by ‘age group’ (applicable in P-6 or special school campuses where additional
preparatory, junior or senior facilities may be required).

•

Givens (ie what can’t change – such as street frontage, site access points, sensitive environmental
areas, buildings of historical significance)

•

Statement of existing site environment with respect to site density, personnel and vehicular access,
definition of learning neighbourhoods and/or faculty based zones, active play and passive zones,
playing fields etc.

•

Statement identifying or requesting the possible acquisition of additional land or the divestment of
surplus land (if required)

•

Need for site infrastructure assessment including DDA and Building Code of Australia requirements
throughout the site based on proposed Concept Master Plan.

•

Need for external infrastructure assessment (ie parking, set down, traffic management).

•

Indication of likely future school- based projects.

•

Indication of school’s requirements and associated priorities.

•

Known third party intentions for areas adjacent to or over the site.

•

Proposed logical staging priorities and demolition timelines for completion.

•

Design options costings (if required). An indicative cost for total implementation of the master plan
(Costs for new buildings by rate/m², costs for refurbishments based on design team advice only)
Any specialist consultant’s reports specific to the project scope (to be included as an appendix)

•

A Master Planning Concept Plan is to be prepared as a set of documents to comprise of the following at
a minimum:
•

Layout of existing built assets/site plan

•

Identifications of key issues (as mentioned in the preliminary master plan brief and PSC workshops)
and solutions to rectify

•

Identifications of key infrastructure issues (as based on consultant investigations and mentioned in
the preliminary master plan brief) and solutions to rectify

•

Schematic master plan (to scale line diagrammatic layout) indicating proposed new spaces and
associated relationships

•

Logical staging priorities and impacts to site capacity based on urgent needs

•

Proposed sketch of reconfigured floor plan of buildings if requested/required.

3
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minutes
| Date:
| Project No.:
| Project:
Attendees
Discipline
Project
Coordinator
Infrastructure
Advisor
Principal Planning
Officer
Manager – Capital
Works Projects
Architect
Principal
Deputy Principal
Apologies:

07/03/2018
1136
Ithaca Creek State School Master Plan
Meeting 2 Company
DoE
DoE
DoE
DoE
Biscoe Wilson
Architects
Ithaca Creek
State School
Ithaca Creek
State School

Contact
Lucas
Christopher
Raelene
Joyce
Richard
Alarcon
Brad
Cotterell
Marion
Wilson
Eunice
Webb
Danielle
Freeman

LC

Phone

raelene.joyce@qed.qld.gov.au

RA

richard.alarcon@qed.qld.gov.au

BC

brad.cotterell@qed.qld.gov.au
3262 6770

principal@ithacacreekss.eq.edu.au

DF

Ddree19@ithacacreekss.eq.edu.au

Item

1.

Minutes of Meeting 1 were reviewed.

2.

Survey Results
Three survey questions were issued to the school community
via the school newsletter. Responses were provided to MW
who tabled a summary of results for review.
It was noted that a lot of responses commented very positively
on the school and its facilities. Respondents noted the
requirement for specialist spaces and shade and emphasised
the important of maintained the natural play areas.
EW provided a hard copy of the preliminary results of the Yellow
Brick Road Visioning Process undertaken previously by the
school

3.

4.

5.

Action
By

Facilities Review
MW and EW undertook a site walk around on the 27/02/2018.
A summary of the current facilities, their usage, current capacity
and benchmark requirements was tabled for review.
In addition to the summary tabled it was noted by EW that:
•
•

7.

Required
By

Note

Status
8.

Traffic
EW to provide a copy of the traffic management plan
undertaken by the Brisbane City Council to LC

EW

Closed out from
previous minutes

29/03/18

the Arch Bevis Building still contains asbestos,
the location of the Prep classrooms facing onto the
main quadrangle is not seen as ideal by the school.

Future capacity
The Facilities Review identified that the current requirement for
a new building would be 6 GLAs (resuming the removal of
existing relocatables).
BC confirmed that the provision 8 classrooms should be
considered in the Master Plan to allow for future proofing.
The Facilities Review also noted that the projected capacity
would also require:

Outstanding from
previous minutes

Note

Required
By

Note
Note
Note

Note

Note
Note

Note

Note

Note
Note
Note
Note
Note

MW

23/04/18

MW

23/04/18

Note

MW

23/04/18

2
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Status

Planning Options
• MW proposed that the site of the current Arch Bevis Building
combined with the two relocatable buildings would present an
opportunity for redevelopment as the Arch Bevis Building
would become expensive to maintain due to its age and the
relocatables are by nature able to be redeployed on other
sites.
• EW commented that the school had thought that this would be
a suitable site for a junior precinct.
• Redevelopment of this site would also enable the redesign of
the circulation paths to the oval to remove existing choke
points and create alternate paths
• RJ suggested that the existing tennis courts provided an
alternate level platform for redevelopment that would be less
disruptive to the operation of the school.
• EW confirmed that the loss of the courts for redevelopment
would be acceptable to the school.
• The Committee discussed that the development of both sites
with smaller buildings may provide good opportunities for
staging required works and reduce the disruption to the school
and requirement for more relocatables during construction.
• It was agreed by the committee that MW would assess the
capacity of both sites and review options for development of
either or both sites.
• Advice will also be sought from the Heritage architect
regarding any likely restrictions on the tennis court site due to
its proximity to A Block.
• MW proposed that a new building could contain sufficient
capacity to release some space with A block to allow the
expansion of the Administration Facilities to include an
appropriate sick bay, meeting and office areas.
• The Committee confirmed that A Block was the appropriate
location for an expanded Admin Facility and that proposals
should be prepared for the next meeting.

Note

Note

Action
By

•
Additional Specialist Space
•
Additional Administration Space
This assessment was confirmed by the Committee

Note

School Population
Enrolment predictions were discussed. EW advised that there
was potential for one additional class next year with the
requirement for an additional GLA.

Site
It was confirmed that a frog habitat has not been identified on
the school site by BAS.
General circulation was discussed by EW with congestion on
the main spine path (north-south) discussed – particularly where
this path meets the path travelling east-west behind B block.
The choke point at the intersection is worsened by the location
of several service pits which prevent through access.
This choke point causes problems at break times and in the
event of an emergency drill.
The school would like to improve this circulation and also
provide a secondary circulation path on the eastern side of the
hall and relocatables. This path is currently restricted.

6.

marion@biscoewilson.com.au

EW

No

Item

e_mail
lucas.christopher@qed.qld.gov.au

RJ

MW

No
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8.

Planning Options continued
• The Teaching and Learning Centre Undercroft has been
enclosed as a P&C project. The Committee discussed the
suitability of this space as an additional specialist area. EW
noted that this would support the kitchen garden program if
equipped with kitchen facilities and could also support art and
science programs. It is also well located adjacent to the B
block undercroft.
• The space is currently affected by water seepage.

9.

Next Meeting
Monday 23rd April 10:00am

10.

Documents issued with minutes:
1136_Survey Summary.pdf
1136_Facilities analysis_DRAFT P1.pdf

Action
By

Required
By

Status

Note

Note
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3.7
minutes

| Date:
| Project No.:
| Project:
Attendees
Discipline
Project
Coordinator
Infrastructure
Advisor
Architect
Principal

23/04/2018
1136
Ithaca Creek State School Master Plan
SRG Meeting 3
Company
DoE
DoE
Biscoe Wilson
Architects
Ithaca Creek
State School

Contact
Lucas
Christopher
Raelene
Joyce
Marion
Wilson
Eunice
Webb

LC

No

Phone

MW

raelene.joyce@qed.qld.gov.au
3262 6770

marion@biscoewilson.com.au

EW

principal@ithacacreekss.eq.edu.au

Apologies: No

Item

1.

Minutes of Meeting 2 were reviewed.

2.

Traffic
EW to provide a copy of the traffic management plan undertaken by
the Brisbane City Council to LC.
LC advised that a traffic study is being undertaken by DoE but it will
be 3-4 weeks before completion.

3.

4.

5.

Review of Preliminary Consultant Advice - Services
A preliminary assessment of electrical, communications, hydraulic
and fire services was tabled. No capacity concerns have been
noted at this stage. A final review of capacity will be undertaken
when the scope of the proposed works has been confirmed.
EW discussed the extent of services reticulation that was
undertaken for the installation of the new relocatable. MW
requested that any documents available for those works should be
reviewed by the services consultants. LC/RJ to provide if available.
Civil Advice
LC requested why civil advice was not minuted with the other
consultants’ submissions regarding the general existing site
conditions / overland flow - with further advice to be obtained
regarding site impacts of proposed development when DoE review
completed.
RJ advised that a previous civil report has been completed by DoE
for the site but it was noted that site changes may have influenced
current conditions. A copy can also be provided for review.
Review of Preliminary Consultant Advice - Landscaping
A preliminary landscaping concept was tabled at the meeting for
discussion. Suggestions for the quadrangle were positively
received by the school. LC queried the quality of the presentation
in regard to visual communication of the intended concepts. LC
suggested photogrpahs be used and plans graphically simplified to
succinctly enhance and clearly document understanding of key
themes and recommendations.
Feedback for the landscape architect is as follows:

Action
By

EW

Required
By

29/03/18

Note

Status

Outstanding
from
previous
minutes

6.

Note

LC/RJ

04/05/18

MW

24/04/18

RJ/LC

01/05/18

Action
By

1. The integration of perimeter planting/seating in the quadrangle
was considered appropriate, however hardstand areas need to
be integrated for handball (highly prized as a handball space by
students).
2. EW considered that the Prep classrooms (ground floor B block)
do not integrate well with the adjacent external space
(quadrangle) and the provision of improved external spaces for
Prep need to be considered as part of the quadrangle
development.
3. The upper tennis court and the adjacent area to the west could
be developed as a play/outdoor learning area directly adjacent
to the proposed building site on the lower tennis court.
4. Improvement of the circulation between the quadrangle and Hall
platform should be considered. Heritage advice is that
amphitheatre seating and connecting stairs could be
incorporated.
5. The entry precinct to the Hall could also be improved with the
possible provision of an extended entry deck.
MW to brief the landscape architect on requirements

e_mail
lucas.christopher@qed.qld.gov.au

RJ

Item

Review of Preliminary Master Planning – Architectural
Lower Tennis Court Platform
This site was reviewed favourably by EW for development.
Four GLAs can nominally fit on each level, however MW advised
that the site is constricted and that further detail spatial analysis will
check that ancillary requirements (e.g. toilets, cleaners) can be
accommodated.
A two-storied solution would not require escape stairs, however a
three-storied solution will. A three-storied solution can fit below the
gutter line of A Block (heritage requirement) with some excavation
of the tennis court platform).
The Reference Group confirmed that a three-storied option should
be proposed with the capacity for 12 GLAs.
EW advised that enclosed withdrawal and PLA spaces supporting
the GLAs are preferred to open OLAs.
RJ confirmed that an accessible toilet (on each level) and a
cleaner’s room should be incorporated as a minimum.
EW confirmed that if possible access from this building to the
emergency evacuation point on the oval should be on the eastern
side of the building and avoid the main spine path to reduce
congestion.
The building could be staged with part of the undercroft left
undeveloped until required.
12 GLAs would cater for:

Required
By

MW

Status

24/03/18

Note

the removal of 4 x relocatable GLAs,
the reinstatement of the Arch Bevis Building for Specialist
Music,
• the removal of OHSC from the GLA count,
• The loss of 3 GLAs from A block (refer Item 7)
• Future proofing with 4 additional GLA spaces available in the
undercroft (refer future Admin Expansion Item 7)
EW discussed that Prep and Grade 1 would be located in B block,
Grades 2, 3 & 4 could be located in the new building (if
Administration was extended through the ground floor of A Block)
and Grades 5 & 6 would be located in A block.
•
•

Note
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7.

Review of Preliminary Master Planning – Architectural
Administration
A preliminary sketch was tabled indicating the space requirements
for Administration if expanded to meet entitlement requirements on
the ground floor of A Block.
The Reference Group confirmed that the ground floor of A block is
the most appropriate location for Administration facilities.
Three existing classrooms would be lost on the ground floor to
accommodate Administration facilities.
LC advised that the remaining ground floor area of A Block should
be noted for future expansion of the Administration facilities.

8.

Review of Preliminary Master Planning – Architectural
Lower development platform
The site currently occupied by the Arch Bevis Building and
relocatables is noted as a potential future development site.
EW noted that the School Community would like to see this area
returned to open space.
EW noted that the Arch Bevis Building contains asbestos, is not in
good condition and is not optimally designed for Music instruction.
The full development of the tennis court site (refer Item 7) is likely to
provide for future enrolment increases, however the Reference
Group confirmed that this site should be noted for future
requirements.
An optional development opportunity for this site may incorporate
the redevelopment of a music facility raised to the hall platform level
and including improvements to the hall entry. If this were
undertaken it would limit higher density development of the site in
the future.

7.

Pool
EW noted that the P&C would like to renovate the toilet / change
room facilities at the pool. The possibility of making these facilities
dual access for use by students outside of the pool area was
discussed. MW and RJ confirmed that this is not feasible when
safety considerations are taken into account.
Future development could include back to back facilities that would
take advantage of the existing services reticulation.

8.

Documentation
LC requested that the key drawings contain the Building Names for
clarity.

9.

Next Meeting
A DoE review meeting of current proposals is proposed to be held
on the 04/05/18. (Meeting confirmed for the 08/05/18).
If acceptable sub-consultants will be instructed to complete work for
a final review by DoE prior to the next SRG Meeting.
Post meeting LC proposed the 29/05/18 for the next SRG
Meeting.

Action
By

Required
By

Status

No

Item

Action
By

10.

Documents issued with minutes:

Required
By

Status

1136_180421_Preliminary reports_Services.pdf
1136_180421_Preliminary sketch_Services.pdf
1136_180422_Ithaca Creek SS Landscape Sketch Opportunities.pdf
1136_1.02 EXISTING SITE PLAN_[P1].pdf
1136_1.03 PROPOSED MASTER PLAN STAGE 1_[P1].pdf
1136_1.03 PROPOSED MASTER PLAN STAGES 1, 2 & 3_[P2].pdf
1136_1.04 PROPOSED MASTER PLAN STAGE 4_[P1].pdf
1136_1.05 SECTIONS_[P1].pdf
1136_1.06 ADMINISTRATION PLAN_[P1].pdf

Note

MW

For next
issue

LC to
confirm

Completed

LC to
confirm
with
school
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discussion notes
| Date:

23/04/2018

| Project No.:

1136

| Project:

Ithaca Creek State School Master Plan SRG Meeting 3 – Discussion Notes

Item No

Item

1.

Review of preliminary consultant advice

2.

Proposed construction on lower tennis court platform
8 GLAs can be constructed with OLAs adjacent (2 storied option)
Upper level would be accessible from the upper tennis court platform and main entry platform
Lower level would be accessible by ramp from the quad platform, stairs and lift
Lift access can be provided from the lower level to the hall platform
The building could be constructed in two stages
A three storied option could also be constructed, however additional fire stiars would be required and the
total number of GLAs would increase to 9.
Proposed construction adjacent to oval platform
Up to 7 GLAs and specialist Music Facilities can be constructed in a two storied building on this site
Prep GLAs could be relocated to the lower level of this building if considered appropriate
Additional staff lunch and meeting facilities can be constructed for this lower level building
Ramp and stair links can be provided to the B block Undercroft and First Floor level and the Hall platform

3.

Possible Staging
Stage 1
Construct 4 x GLAs with undercroft on tennis court platform
Relocate 3 x GLAs from relocatables to new building
Relocate 1 x GLA from Arch Bevis Building to new building
Remove 2 x relocatable GLAs and retain 2 x relocatable GLAs (1 GLA still required)
Reinstate Arch Bevis Building as Music Facility
Stage 2
Construct 4 x GLAs in undercroft of new building
Relocate 3 x GLAs from Adminstration (Ground Floor)
Relocate 1 x GLA from remaining relocatable – remove relocatable if not required
Relocate Administration temporarily to Teaching / Learning undercroft
Refurbish Administration (Ground Floor Block A)
Stage 3
Redevelop Teaching/Learning undercroft as a Stephanie Alexander/STEAM specialist
space including connection to B Block undercroft
Stage 4
Construct 1 or 2 storied building on location of Arch Bevis building to contain new Music
Facility and required GLAs
Music Facilities to temporarily relocate
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minutes
| Date:
| Project No.:
| Project:
Attendees
Discipline
Project
Coordinator
Architect
Principal

29/05/2018
1136
Ithaca Creek State School Master Plan
SRG Meeting 4
Company
DoE
Biscoe Wilson
Architects
Ithaca Creek
State School

Contact
Lucas
Christopher
Marion
Wilson
Eunice
Webb

LC
MW

Phone

e_mail
lucas.christopher@qed.qld.gov.au

3262 6770

marion@biscoewilson.com.au

EW

principal@ithacacreekss.eq.edu.au

Apologies: No

Item

1.

Minutes of Meeting 3 were reviewed.

2.

Review of Report
The draft Master Planning Report was reviewed by the Reference
Group and the following amendments made:
•

•
•
•

•

9.

Action
By

LC requested that the document be reviewed to provide
additional clarity for readers including labelling of tennis courts,
labelling of referenced Block names, identification of referenced
building platforms on the drawings, increase in size of text on
diagrams.
LC requested that an overland flow diagram be added to the
submitted civil report.
LC requested that the traffic reports be included in the
document.
The secondary development site (over existing relocatables)
was discussed and the following changes to the proposed works
were confirmed:
• The eventual demolition of the Arch Bevis Building would
allow for the development of a new music facility in
conjunction with an improved Hall entry.
• The size of the proposed GLA building should be
reduced to allow for a larger open area where the Arch
Bevis building is removed. This is currently a well used
meeting area for parents and further development could
enhance this function, extend the Hall forecourt and
integrate with the existing nature play space. The
stepped nature of the site would lend itself to an
amphitheatre or development with tiered platforms.
The Report text and these minutes should note that subsequent
to the completion of the second relocatable on site, the school is
still utilising the Teaching and Learning undercroft as a
classroom space and that any additional enrolments in 2019 will
require that the staff room be converted to temporary use as a
classroom.

Next steps
The school will advise if any other comments or amendments are to
be incorporated in the final report.
LC will advise if any other comments or amendments are to be
incorporated in the final report.
MW to issue revised report for review by DoE and sign off.

| File: 1136
| No. of pages including this page:

Required
By

MW to
make
revisions
to report
for sign
off

2 weeks
after feed
back as
noted
below
received.

EW to
confirm
LC to
confirm

08/05/18

Status

Completed
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minutes
| Date:
| Project No.:
| Project:
Attendees
Discipline
Project
Coordinator

No
20815/2018
1136
Ithaca Creek State School Master Plan
DoE Review Meeting
Company
DoE
DoE
DoE

Architect

Biscoe Wilson
Architects

Contact
Lucas
Christopher
Brad
Cotterell
Claire
Hutchison
Marion
Wilson

LC

Phone

e_mail
lucas.christopher@qed.qld.gov.au

BC

brad.cotterell@qed.qld.gov.au

CH

claire.hutchison@qed.qld.gov.au

MW

3262 6770

marion@biscoewilson.com.au

Apologies: No

Item

1.

A Preliminary Issue of the Master Plan – Part A was tabled for review. A copy of this document is attached to
these minutes

2.

Key Issue
Key Issues regarding the following items were presented by MW:
Existing Site – Buildings,
Existing Site – Grounds,
Existing Site – Zones and Density,
Community Consultation,
School Reference Group Meetings,
DDA Access.
A summary of these issues is provided on Page 4 of the attached preliminary Master Planning document.

3.

4.

Lower development platform
• The site currently occupied by the Arch Bevis Building and relocatables is also noted as a potential future
development site though the school community’s preference would be for this to be returned to open
space.
• The full development of the tennis court site (refer Item 7) is likely to provide for future enrollment
increases, however the Reference Group confirmed that this site should be noted for future requirements.
• The full development of the site (i.e. 2 stories) could contain a new music facility (replace the Arch Bevis
Building), 6 GLAs and additional staff facilities (staff room and resource room as this building is remote
from the main building platforms).
• An optional development opportunity for this site may incorporate the redevelopment of a new music facility
raised to the hall platform level and including improvements to the hall entry. If this were undertaken it
would limit higher density development of the site in the future.
Specialist Spaces
• The undercroft of the Teaching and Learning Centre has been enclosed, however if suffers from water
ingress through the perimeter retaining walls.
• The space could be redeveloped as a Kitchen / STEAM facility to support the existing kitchen gardens and
school science and art programs.
• The space is directly adjacent to the B Block undercroft and this connection could be enhanced by minor
alterations to the connecting stair between the spaces to provide direct level access.

Facilities Analysis
A facilities analysis was presented by MW.
It was noted that the school’s preference was for existing relocatable classrooms to be removed and for the
OSHC Room to be removed from the GLA count.
The analysis identified that the existing Administration Facilities in A Block are too small for school
requirements and that an additional specialist space should be provided for the school when anticipated
enrolment is achieved.
The facilities analysis (including capacity and population data) is provided on Page 14 of the attached
preliminary Master Planning document.

Site Circulation
• The redevelopment of the lower tennis court site would allow for general improvements in the circulation
along the major spine on the southern side of A Block.
• This spine path traverses several levels and bottle necks with the path travelling north-south from the
Dacca St entry before reaching the oval. There are several high level man holes that also impede the
direct pedestrian flow.
• The intention would be to rationalise the path of travel by:
• Direct stair access from the quadrangle platform to the Dacca St path
• Provide ramp access from the quadrangle level to the ground floor of the proposed building on the tennis
court platform
Provide
ramp access from the Hall platform to the Arch Bevis Building
•
• Provide alternate access from the new building on the tennis court platform to the oval

Planning Proposals and staging
MW presented development options as follows:
Lower Tennis Court Platform.
• The lower tennis court platform provides a flat site with relatively easy construction access adjacent to the
main school entry platform and the quadrangle (which will be developed to form the community hub of the
school).
• Development of this site can be kept behind the Lugg St façade and below the eaves gutter line of Block A
which is important in preserving the heritage values of this building.
• A three-storied development containing four GLAs per level could be built on the site with the ground floor
on the lower tennis court platform, the first floor on grade with the upper tennis court platform and the main
entry.
• The lower tennis court platform would require excavation to achieve three levels below the A block gutter
line and to enable the first level to be contiguous with the upper tennis court platform.
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• If a three-storied building is provided the ground floor could be left as an undercroft.
• The eight GLAs in the top two levels would match the school’s current capacity (23 GLAs) after the
removal of both relocatables (4 GLAs), the redevelopment of a larger area of the Ground Floor on A Block
as Administration Facilities (3GLAs) and the removal of the OHSC facility from the GLA count.
The
development of 2 GLAs in the undercroft would meet current expected growth (2 GLAs and future
•
expansion of Admin facilities if required (loss of 1 – 2 GLAs in A Block).
• The proposed development would require inclusion of a lift which could then be utilised to provide improved
access to the hall.
• A secondary path of travel can be established from the ground floor on the southern side of the hall to the
oval and nature play areas improving general and emergency access.
• The school buildings would be zoned with Prep and Grade 1 located in B block, Grades 2, 3 & 4 located in
the new building (if Administration was extended through the ground floor of A Block) and Grades 5 & 6
located in A block.

Small Projects
• Future upgrades of the change room and toilet facilities at the school are planned. As dual access to pool
facilities is not practical, the toilets may be increased to provide access to a separate set of facilities from
the oval.
2
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• Stadium seating and sports and site storage are proposed for the oval perimeter.
• The hall forecourt can be enhanced by additional shade and the provision of stadium seating on the
northern side. This seating could integrate with stair access to the quadrangle and allow for these two
areas to be have an improved connection. The site retaining walls have some heritage significance but
interventions can be managed in co-ordination with appropriate heritage advice.

5.

Staging
MW presented staging options as follows:
•
•
•

•
•
•

The tennis court site can be accessed for construction without disrupting the school operations and
decanting would not be required for its development.
If developed at three stories, Stage one would be the construction of 8 GLAs and undercroft.
Retention of the existing relocatables would allow the decanting of Administration facilities to these
buildings during a refurbishment of the ground floor of A Block. The three GLAs on the ground floor of A
block (or 5 if required) and the 4 GLAs in the relocatables would be relocated permanently to the new
building.
Future development of the new building undercroft would be Stage 2 and allow for expansion or for
decanting of music facilities if the Arch Bevis Building is redeveloped.
The development of the Teaching and Learning Centre undercroft can be undertaken independent of other
projects.
The development of a building on the Arch Bevis/Relocatables site would be accessed from Primrose
Street and would be Stage 3 of proposed works. Access to the oval would be blocked during construction.

6.

Key Risks
MW confirmed that preliminary engineers’ reports indicated that Hydraulic, Water, Electrical, Communications
and Fire Services meet DoE standards and can be extended to support the new development proposed.
The engineers’ reports will be reviewed again before the Part A Plans are finalised and subsequent to
comments from this review meeting.
No other risks were identified for the proposed works.

7.

Committee comments
LC requested that RLs be added to plans.
BC confirmed that a signature box should be added to the cover sheet of the Master Plan document.
The committee reviewed the proposals favourably and confirmed that a Part A Master Planning draft should be
completed on the basis of the preliminary plan reviewed at this meeting.
The Part A Draft will be reviewed again by DoE before submission to the school for review at the next SRG
meeting scheduled for the 29/05/18.
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